A current-mode implementation of a frequency-dependent negative resistance (FDNR) element is presented using a novel capacitive gyrator. This FDNR element lends itself well to the design of low-pass ladder filters and its use will result in a more efficient integrated circuit implementation than filters that simulate floating inductors using resistive gyrators.
INTRODUCION
It is well known that analog filters based on LC ladder networks exhibit very low sensitivity with respect to component variations in both the passband and the stopband [ 11. A number of techniques have been developed that allow design of these filters without requiring the use of inductors which, in the design of discrete filters, tend to be bulky and have unfavorable characteristics, and, in the case of monolithic filters, simply cannot be used.
The most common technique presently used is the connection of a gyrator and a capacitor to realize a oneport or two-port that behaves l i e a grounded or floating inductor. The current-mode realization of a gyrator shown in Fig. 1 has a number of desirable characteristics for IC design including low power, small chip area and tunability [2] . A circuit that behaves like a grounded inductor using a current-mode realization of the gyrator is shown in Fig. la . The floating inductor realization, shown in Fig. l b , requires twice as many transconductance blocks. This is a disadvantage for the design of active low-pass ladder networks since series inductors are always required. Nontheless. filters using these smctures have been successfully designed and fabricated [31.
Another approach to designing ladder filters without inductors has been to multiply the impedance of each Fig. 6a shows a current-mode two-port that behaves as a CapGICitive gyrator. Its operation is identical to a standard resistive gyrator except that the gyration resistance has been replaced by a gyration cupucifance. The conductance matrix for this hvo-port is given by It can easily be shown that if port2 is terminated by an impedance ZL, then the impedance 21 looking into port If we make ZL a resistor as shown in Fig. 6b , then the resulting one-port behaves like a grounded FDNR. Notice that this circuit uses the same number of active transimpedance blocks as the r e a l i o n of a grounded inductor shown in Fig. la and half the number of active transimpedance blocks as the realization of a floating inductor shown in Fig. 16 . Comparing the Fig. 36 lilter, which uses two grounded FDNR elements (realized by fouraanscapacl 'tance blocks), with the Fig. 4 filter which uses two floaring inductors, (realized by eight transconductance blocks2), we see that in general, low-pass ladder filters using the FDNR elements shown in Fig. 6 result in circuits with less chip area and less power dissipation than filters using floating gyrator inductors.
NEW CIRCUl" ELEMENTS
A simple BiCMOS implementation of the capacitive transconductance block, where i,t = sC(V+ -V-), is shown in Fig. 6c . A tunable realization using a pchannel differential pair and a Gilbert gain cell is shown in Fig. 6d . me transfer characterr 'stic for this circuit is given by
(3)
Hence all transcapacitances in a filter can be tuned uniformly by varying the ratio Iz/I,, . 
FILTER EXAMPLE
The fifth-order elliptic filter based on Fig. 3b and shown in Fig. 7a was designed and simulated using the models from the MOSIS 2-micron ORBIT BiCMOS process. The transcapacitance block shown in Fig. 6c was used. Deviations from ideal behavior in the active circuit, illustrated in Fig. 8 . come from the re effectively in series with the capacitor in the Fig. 6c transcapetance block which results in added loss in the FDNR element.
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a new circuit element called a capacitive gyrator and have shown that it can be used to make FDNR elements suitable for making tunable integrated low-pass ladder filters. A floating inductor realization requires four transconductance blocks and a capacitor; a grounded FDNR requires only two transconductance blocks and two capacitors. Hence the filter design techniques presented in this paper provide a suitable method for realizing efficient analog integrated low-pass filters.
Research is now under way on an improved tunable transcapacitance block based on the circuit shown in Fig. 6d . A fully tunable version of the filter shown in Fig. 7b is currently being designed and will be tested in Spring 1994. 
